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ABSTRACT
We present a new galaxy scaling relation that predicts the mass fractions of atomic
gas, molecular gas and stars as a function of fundamental physical properties such as
mass and specific angular momentum. Our scaling relation stretches across two orders
of magnitude in mass fraction, and applies to galaxies of any morphological type from
Sa to dIrr, thus spanning five orders of magnitude in stellar mass. It has a 1σ scatter
of 0.2 dex, a correlation coefficient of 0.8 and a significance level close to 0, which
means that the correlation between measured and predicted mass fractions is tight,
strong and significant. The new scaling relation is not a best-fitting relation and has
no free parameters, but originates from the low galaxy-to-galaxy variance of 〈Q〉, the
mass-weighted average of Toomre’s Q stability parameter. This is in contrast to the
variance/variation of Q within a galaxy, which is particularly large for atomic gas.
Key words: instabilities – stars: kinematics and dynamics – ISM: kinematics and
dynamics – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: star forma-
tion.
1 INTRODUCTION
Statistical correlations between physical properties of galax-
ies are indispensable tools for unravelling the fundamental
laws that govern galaxy formation and evolution across the
observed variety of scales. Such ‘scaling relations’ are there-
fore constantly used for testing simulation and semi-analytic
models of galaxy evolution, and for constraining their pre-
dictions (e.g., Dutton et al. 2011; Lagos et al. 2016; Agertz et
al. 2019). Recent examples of galaxy scaling relations that
have attracted special interest are those linking the mass
fractions of atomic and molecular gas to stellar mass, or to
related properties like stellar mass surface density, specific
star formation rate and colour (e.g., Saintonge et al. 2011;
Huang et al. 2012; Boselli et al. 2014; Catinella et al. 2018).
Recent investigations focusing on spiral galaxies suggest
that the observed scaling relation between the mass fraction
of atomic gas and stellar mass could be driven by disc gravi-
tational instability. Obreschkow et al. (2016) proposed a hy-
brid stability model that predicts the mass fraction of atomic
(hydrogen+helium) gas as a function of mass and specific
angular momentum of the whole (gas+stars) disc, assuming
a constant H i velocity dispersion: fHI = min{1, 2.5 q
1.12},
where q = jdisc σHI/GMdisc and σHI = 10 km s
−1. Such a
⋆ E-mail: romeo@chalmers.se
stability model has been tested in a variety of applications
(e.g., Lagos et al. 2017; Lutz et al. 2017, 2018; Stevens et al.
2018; Wang et al. 2018; Dzˇudzˇar et al. 2019; Murugeshan
et al. 2019; Stevens et al. 2019). Another important contri-
bution is the one by Zasov & Zaitseva (2017), who showed
that the relation between atomic gas mass and disc specific
angular momentum is equally well described by a simpler
stability model controlled by Qgas, the gas Toomre param-
eter, assuming that Qgas is approximately constant within
a galaxy (like σgas). This stability model was tested and
further constrained by Kurapati et al. (2018).
Romeo & Mogotsi (2018) pointed out that q and Qgas
are not fully reliable stability diagnostics because stars, and
not atomic or molecular gas, are the primary driver of disc
instabilities in spiral galaxies (Romeo & Mogotsi 2017),
which is true even for a powerful starburst+Seyfert galaxy
like NGC 1068 (Romeo & Fathi 2016). A more reliable di-
agnostic is 〈Q⋆〉, the mass-weighted average of the stellar
Toomre parameter, which allowed us to tightly constrain
the relation between stellar mass, stellar specific angular mo-
mentum and disc stability level (Romeo & Mogotsi 2018).
This Letter goes deeper and wider. It shows the route
that connects Toomre’s Q stability parameter to the mass
fraction of each baryonic component in the disc, and
presents a new scaling relation that illustrates such a link
for disc-dominated galaxies of all morphological types.
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Figure 1. Radial profiles of the Toomre parameter for L08’s sample of spirals, with the galactocentric distance measured in units of
the optical radius (B-band isophotal radius at 25 mag arcsec−2). Also shown is the local median of Q. In the case of molecular gas, the
radial range is limited by the sparsity of sensitive CO measurements beyond half the optical radius.
2 THE BIG PICTURE
2.1 From Q to fpred, the predicted mass fractions
To explore the link between disc gravitational instability and
the gas and stellar content of galaxies, we start from the
simplest stability diagnostic: the Toomre (1964) parameter,
Q = κσ/πGΣ. It is commonly assumed that Q ≈ 1, consis-
tent with a process of self-regulation that keeps galaxy discs
close to marginal stability (see sect. 1 of Krumholz et al.
2018 for an overview). How realistic is that assumption? To
answer this question, we analyse a sample of 12 nearby star-
forming spirals, originally selected and analysed by Leroy
et al. (2008), hereafter L08: NGC 628, 2841, 3184, 3198,
3351, 3521, 3627, 4736, 5055, 5194, 6946 and 7331. These
are galaxies with sensitive and spatially resolved measure-
ments across the entire optical disc, including reliable radial
profiles of the H i and CO velocity dispersions (Romeo &
Mogotsi 2017).
Fig. 1 illustrates that atomic gas (H i), molecular gas
(H2) and stars (⋆) have distinct radial distributions of Q,
which differ both in median trend and in variance. While Q⋆
is quite close to unity, QH2 is three times more offset and
scattered, whereas QHI exhibits a two-orders-of-magnitude
decline within the optical radius and an even larger median
offset from unity than QH2. Such a diversity results from the
complex interplay between the heating and cooling processes
that regulate the value of Q in galaxy discs (Krumholz &
Burkert 2010; Forbes et al. 2012, 2014, 2018), and from the
fact that QHI, QH2 and Q⋆ do not really measure the stabil-
ity levels of atomic gas, molecular gas and stars. QHI, QH2
and Q⋆ are instead the building blocks of a more realistic,
multi-component Q stability parameter (Romeo & Falstad
2013). Such a parameter is dominated by Q⋆ because stars,
and not molecular or atomic gas, are the primary driver of
disc instabilities in spiral galaxies (Romeo & Fathi 2016;
Romeo & Mogotsi 2017; Marchuk 2018; Marchuk & Sot-
nikova 2018). This is the reason why Q⋆ is much closer to
the critical stability level (Qcrit ≈ 2–3) than QH2 or QHI.
Note that Qcrit is higher than unity, but its precise value is
still questioned (Romeo & Fathi 2015). In fact, Qcrit is in-
fluenced by complex phenomena such as non-axisymmetric
perturbations (e.g., Griv & Gedalin 2012) and gas dissipa-
tion (Elmegreen 2011), whose effects are difficult to evaluate.
Now that we have clarified how self-regulated galaxy
discs are, let us analyse how the Toomre parameter of com-
ponent i, Qi = κσi/πGΣi, varies from galaxy to galaxy. To
suppress the variation of Qi within a galaxy, we take the
mass-weighted average of Qi(R):
〈Qi〉 =
1
Mi(Rav)
∫ Rav
0
Qi(R)Σi(R) 2πR dR . (1)
This type of average is especially useful because it relates
〈Qi〉 to fundamental galaxy properties such as mass, Mi,
and specific angular momentum, ji = Ji/Mi, via a simple
and accurate approximation (Romeo & Mogotsi 2018). The
resulting relation is 〈Qi〉 ∝ Ai, where
Ai =
jiσi
GMi
, (2)
ji =
1
Mi
∫
∞
0
Rvc(R)Σi(R) 2πR dR , (3)
σi =
1
Rav
∫ Rav
0
σi(R) dR . (4)
Note two points concerning Eqs (1)–(4):
• Mi and ji are the total mass and the total specific an-
gular momentum of atomic hydrogen+helium gas (i = H i),
molecular hydrogen+helium gas (i = H2) or stars (i = ⋆);
• while 〈Qi〉 is the mass-weighted average of Qi(R), σi
is the radial average of σi(R), where σ denotes the radial
velocity dispersion.
Note also that the coefficient of proportionality between 〈Qi〉
and Ai is not well defined for a component whose mass dis-
tribution is far from exponential, like atomic gas (e.g., Bigiel
& Blitz 2012). In view of that, we opt for a unified approach
and use Ai as a proxy for 〈Qi〉: it is well defined for all the
components, and it is simpler than 〈Qi〉. In addition, the
offset of Ai from 〈Qi〉 is not an issue, since Qi = 1 no longer
means marginal stability when the disc has multiple, gravi-
tationally coupled components (Romeo & Falstad 2013; see
also Fig. 1 and its discussion).
To compute the Ai stability parameter for L08’s sample
c© 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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Figure 2. Galaxy-to-galaxy variation of the A stability parameter for L08’s sample of spirals (the galaxy list is given in the first
paragraph of Sect. 2.1). Also shown are the median value and 1σ scatter of A.
of spirals, we use the values of Mi and ji tabulated by L08
and Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014), respectively. We also
need to evaluate σi, hence to choose the averaging radius
Rav. Although one can do that arbitrarily, we prefer to make
use of all the information provided by the σi measurements.
Therefore we choose Rav = R25 for atomic gas, Rav =
1
2
R25
for molecular gas and Rav = R25 for stars, where R25 is the
optical radius (B-band isophotal radius at 25 mag arcsec−2).
In the case of molecular gas, the radial range is limited by
the sparsity of sensitive CO measurements beyond half the
optical radius (see fig. 1 of Romeo & Mogotsi 2017 and its
discussion).
Fig. 2 shows that the 1σ scatter of Ai ranges from 0.1
dex, the small value measured for stars, to 0.3 dex, the value
measured for molecular and atomic gas.1 This means that
the median of Ai over the galaxy sample provides a reliable
estimate of the value of Ai in each galaxy: Ai ≈ Amed i.
This relation, which is accurate to within 30% (0.1 dex) for
the stellar component and a factor of 2 (0.3 dex) for the gas
components, is more far-reaching than it looks. Consider
Amed i as known, replace Ai with the right-hand side of Eq.
(2), and multiply by fi = Mi/Mdisc, the mass fraction of
component i (Mdisc = M⋆ + MHI + MH2). The resulting
relation is fi ≈ fpred i, where
fpred i =
jiσˆi
GMdisc
(5)
and σˆi ≡ σi/Amed i. This result speaks clearly: if we know
Ci = 1/Amed i, then we can accurately predict the gas and
stellar content of spiral galaxies as a function of disc grav-
itational instability. In our case CHI = 0.5, CH2 = 0.4 and
C⋆ = 2.0 (see Fig. 2). But suppose that one chooses other
values of Rav, for instance because reliable σi measurements
are available only within the inner optical disc. In this case
look at Table 1, where Ci is calibrated for various choices of
Rav using L08’s sample of spirals, and compute σˆi as
1 This is the scatter from galaxy to galaxy, σgg, which can be
combined with the total scatter given in Fig. 1, σtot, to estimate
the rms scatter of Qi within a galaxy: σg =
√
σ2tot − σ
2
gg. Specif-
ically, σg = 0.5, 0.2 and 0.05 dex for atomic gas, molecular gas
and stars, respectively. In the text, we focus on a more important
meaning of σgg.
Table 1. The atomic-gas (H i), molecular-gas (H2) and stellar
(⋆) C-factors appearing in Eq. (6) for various choices of the av-
eraging radius (Rav), measured in units of either the stellar half-
mass/light radius (R50) or the B-band isophotal radius at 25 mag
arcsec−2 (R25). In the case of molecular gas, the radial range is
limited by the sparsity of sensitive CO measurements beyond half
the optical radius. These C-factors are used in Sect. 2.2 for pop-
ulating the f–fpred plot (Fig. 3).
Rav CHI CH2 C⋆
1.0 R50 0.4 0.4 1.2
1.5 R50 0.4 0.4 1.4
2.0 R50 0.5 — 1.7
2.5 R50 0.5 — 1.9
3.0 R50 0.6 — 2.2
0.5 R25 0.4 0.4 1.4
1.0 R25 0.5 — 2.0
σˆi = Ciσi , (6)
where σi is given by Eq. (4). The expected accuracy of our
prediction is instead independent of Rav.
What if there are no σi measurements available at all?
We can predict fi even in such a case, although with lower
accuracy. In fact, Eq. (5) is still valid provided that σˆi is
redefined as σˆi ≡ (σ/A)med i, the median of σi/Ai over the
galaxy sample. Once again, we calibrate this quantity using
L08’s sample of spirals:
σˆi =
{
11 km s−1 if i = H i ,
8 km s−1 if i = H2 ,
130 km s−1 × (M⋆/10
10.6 M⊙)
0.5 if i = ⋆ .
(7)
In σˆ⋆ we have incorporated the approximate scaling σ⋆ ∝
M0.5⋆ (Romeo & Mogotsi 2018; Gilhuly et al. 2019), which
is measured across spiral galaxies of any given type (Sa–Sd)
and stellar mass (M⋆ = 10
9.5–1011.5 M⊙).
2.2 The new scaling relation
To test the accuracy of our prediction and illustrate the new
scaling relation, fi = jiσˆi/GMdisc, we analyse 101 galaxies,
from spirals to dwarf irregulars, spanning five orders of mag-
nitude in M⋆, three and a half orders of magnitude in MHI,
c© 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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and three orders of magnitude in MH2. Such galaxies belong
to five distinct samples, which we name and describe below.
(i) ‘Sp (L08+)’ is the sample analysed in Sect. 2.1. It con-
tains 12 spirals of type Sab–Sc from the THINGS, HER-
ACLES and SINGS surveys. For these galaxies there are
published measurements of MHI, MH2 and M⋆ (L08), jHI,
jH2 and j⋆ (Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014), σHI and σH2
(Romeo & Mogotsi 2017), and σ⋆ (L08). Hence we predict
fHI, fH2 and f⋆ using Eqs (5) and (6).
(ii) ‘Sp (RM18+)’ contains 34 spirals of type Sa–Sd from
the EDGE-CALIFA survey. For these galaxies there are pub-
lished measurements of 〈Q⋆〉50, the mass-weighted average of
Q⋆(R) over the stellar half-light radius (Romeo & Mogotsi
2018), M⋆ and MH2 (Bolatto et al. 2017). There is also a
compilation of H i masses kindly provided by Alberto Bo-
latto and Tony Wong in advance of publication (the sources
for the spectra are: van Driel et al. 2001; Springob et al.
2005; Courtois et al. 2009; Haynes et al. 2011; Masters et al.
2014; Wong et al., in preparation). For consistency with the
analysis carried out in Sect. 2.1, we convert stellar masses
from the Salpeter initial mass function (IMF) assumed by
the CALIFA team (Cid Fernandes et al. 2013; Sa´nchez et
al. 2016) to the Kroupa IMF assumed by L08, i.e. we divide
M⋆ and multiply 〈Q⋆〉50 by 1.6. We then divide 〈Q⋆〉50 by
3.6 to get A⋆, and finally use Eqs (5) and (6) to predict f⋆.
(iii) ‘sp (L08+)’ contains 4 small spirals of type Sc–Scd
from the THINGS, HERACLES and SINGS surveys. For
these galaxies there are published measurements of MHI,
MH2 and M⋆ (L08), jHI, jH2 and j⋆ (Obreschkow & Glaze-
brook 2014), and σ⋆ (L08). Hence we predict fHI and fH2
using Eqs (5) and (7), and f⋆ using Eqs (5) and (6).
(iv) ‘sp–dw (E17)’ contains 9 small late-type spirals and
28 dwarf irregulars from the WHISP survey. For these galax-
ies there are published measurements of MHI, M⋆, jHI and
j⋆ (Elson 2017). We neglect the contribution of molecular
gas to Mdisc, like Elson (2017), and predict fHI and f⋆ using
Eqs (5) and (7).
(v) ‘dw (B17)’ contains 14 dwarf irregulars from the LIT-
TLE THINGS survey. For these galaxies there are published
measurements of MHI, M⋆, jHI and j⋆ (Butler et al. 2017).
We neglect the contribution of molecular gas to Mdisc, like
Butler et al. (2017), and predict fHI and f⋆ using Eqs (5)
and (7).
Fig. 3 illustrates that the new scaling relation, fi =
jiσˆi/GMdisc, stretches across two orders of magnitude in
fi, and applies not only to spirals of type Sa–Sd but also
to dwarf irregulars. This is surprising, considering that
such a relation has no free parameters and has been pre-
dicted analysing a single representative sample of spirals
[Sp (L08+)]. To quantify the tightness, strength and signif-
icance of the correlation between fi and jiσˆi/GMdisc, we
present the results of four statistical measures and associ-
ated tests. First of all, we measure the dispersion of the
data points around the predicted scaling relation using ro-
bust statistics: SDrob = 1/0.6745MAD, where SDrob is the
robust counterpart of the standard deviation and MAD is
the median absolute deviation (see, e.g., Mu¨ller 2000). The
resulting 1σ scatter is 0.23 dex, which is precisely the 1σ
scatter predicted using a single representative galaxy sam-
ple [Sp (L08+)]. This number means a tight correlation. Sec-
ondly, we measure Pearson’s r, Spearman’s ρ and Kendall’s
Figure 3. Measured (f) versus predicted (fpred) mass fractions
of atomic gas, molecular gas and stars for L08’s sample of spirals
(star symbols), and for the other galaxy samples described in Sect.
2.2. Also shown are the predicted scaling relation, f = jσˆ/GMdisc
(black line), and the predicted 1σ scatter, 0.23 dex (grey area).
Note that 82% of the data points fall within the grey area, thus
highlighting the accuracy of our prediction.
τ correlation coefficients, together with their significance lev-
els pr, pρ and pτ (see, e.g., Press et al. 1992). We find that:
r = 0.83, ρ = 0.82, τ = 0.62; pr, pρ, pτ <∼ 10
−36. These num-
bers mean a strong and significant correlation.
3 CONCLUSIONS
• This Letter demonstrates that there is a measurable
link between the mass fraction of each baryonic component
in the disc of a galaxy, fi, and disc gravitational instabil-
ity. The key quantity behind such a link is 〈Qi〉, the mass-
weighted average of Toomre’s Qi stability parameter. The
resulting scaling relation predicts fi as a function of ji, the
specific angular momentum of that baryonic component, σˆi,
a properly redefined velocity dispersion, andMdisc, the mass
of the disc (see Eq. 5). One can make use of our scaling
relation whether there are reliable velocity dispersion mea-
surements (see Eq. 6) or not (see Eq. 7). This Letter also
demonstrates the wide range of applicability (Sa–dIrr) and
the tightness (0.2 dex) of such a relation.
• The fact that the new scaling relation has a wide range
of applicability means, in particular, that it is able to pre-
dict fHI and f⋆ in dwarf irregulars, i.e. down to masses as
low as MHI ≈ 10
7 M⊙ and M⋆ ≈ 10
6 M⊙. Let us illustrate
the accuracy of our predictions with an eloquent example:
compare the LITTLE THINGS measurements shown in Fig.
3 [dw (B17)] with the corresponding measurements shown in
fig. 2 of Obreschkow et al. (2016). In our case 79% of the
measurements fall within ± 0.2 dex from the predicted scal-
ing relation, whereas in their case only 29% of the H i mea-
surements do so: the rest of them queue along the fHI = 1
c© 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–5
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line, where the prediction gives up by imposing an upper
limit on fHI (Obreschkow et al. 2016 do not predict f⋆). This
highlights, once again, the usefulness of our scaling relation.
• Last but not least, the tightness of the new scal-
ing relation originates from the low galaxy-to-galaxy vari-
ance of 〈Qi〉. This should not be confused with the vari-
ance/variation of Qi within a galaxy, which is another im-
portant aspect of the problem. In spiral galaxies, for in-
stance, QHI exhibits a two-orders-of-magnitude median de-
cline within the optical radius, whereas 〈QHI〉 shows a 1σ
scatter of 0.3 dex. At the other extreme we find Q⋆, which
has a total 1σ scatter of 0.1 dex, i.e. Q⋆ is approximately
constant both within a galaxy and from galaxy to galaxy.
These and the other statistical measurements presented in
this Letter impose tight constraints on how self-regulated
galaxy discs are, and will thus put new-generation models
of star formation and/or galaxy evolution to a stringent test.
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